· MATHEMATICS : GEOMETRY -II
Question Paoer : March 2010 (Max. Marks : so
Q. 1. Solve any six sub-questions.
,. : ; (I) In the fi(jute given below,
line PQ I1.s� $T, R•G>:S
and R-0,-T; RP• 6, PS= 9,
RQ • 8, find QT.

(12)

4
R
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(ii) Sides of�ngle are 8 cm, 17 cm and 15 cm. Deterroine whet .her th. e triangle is a.
.
.
right-angled �ngle or "91. .. .
.
(ill) Iftwo circles with centtes A and 8 and radii 5 cm and 8 cm re.spectively touch each
ottler,1:1xtemally. F_ind the distance between A and B.
(i v)

below,

In the figure given
chords AB
and CD of a circle interse.ct in point Q
in the interior of a circle. If l)'l(�rc AD) = 35°
and m(arc
. BC)= 470, then. find rnLBQC.
.

(v ). Construct a� �uilateral triangleABC�f side 6.5 cm. D[awperpeiiif'�ular bisectors
of any. two sides of AABC. (Do no.t write the steps oftfle con�ruct19n.)

(vi) If cotA

= ;� , then find the value of co� A. '

(vii)What is the volume of a cu.be with sid.e 4 cm ?
(vin) Find the co-ordln�es of the mid-point ofthe<segme.nt joining the ppints (0, 4). and
(10, 1'2).
Q. 2. Solve any four sub-questions.
(12)
(i) In &RST, mLS = 906, mLT = 306, RT= 10..Find RS and ST.
(II) In. the figure given' below, two cohceJ'ltric
circles w1_tti ce.ntre O are glveh arid line AB
is 1angent to the smaller circle at' T. Show thatT Is the mid-point of seg AB.

---

In. the figure given below,
side DC of a·cyclic
qu�riateral A.BCD Is
t
E
�
�
�:ra��;·mLBAD.
at
.
(iv) Or:aw taogeot11
. to a circle with centre 'A' and radius 2.9 cm from a point B at a
dislance 5 cm from the' cehtre. (Do O!>I write the steps of the 'construction.)
sec:39
. .ate .. 3sin58
. (v) Evalu
cos 32.
cosec51 .
.
22
(vi) What ts \fie volu ll)e of a cylinder with radius 15 cm and hejght 28 cm ? ( Gtve n" =
(iii)

7)

(12)
Q, 3.Solve any four s�uestlons.
2
(i) Areas of two siitillar iriangles are 225 ciw and 81 cm • If one side of the smaller triangle
is 12 cm, then find the coriespondj ng side of the lar_ger triangle.
(ii) In &POR. Mis a mid-point of side QR. IF·PQ'= 11, QR= 12 and PR= 17, then find the
leng)h of seg PM. •
(Uj) In the figure given below, MBC is
· an isosceles triangle with perimeter
44 cm. The base BC is of length -12 cm:
Sides AB and AC . are congruent. A circle
touches the-' three side.s as shown. f'ind
the length of a tangeot .segment Jrom A
.
to the cin;le.
· .

(iv.)

p

g,t

In the figure giVen below, o ls
the. centre of a circle,
ent PQ
, Is diameter, line AQ is�
a
nt.
If OP= 3 and.m (arc PM) = 200,
determine AP.

e

8 + tan 9.' = cosec e . sec
(v) Show'biat :
(vi) If A• (;3, 4). and B =(8., :1), find the coordinates of R so that 3AR"' 2RB.
4. �ve
any three, sub-question•.
(12)
�
.
. ,.
4
2
(i) The volume of a sphere is � cm3 , find ii$ radius and surface area. ( h • = �)
A
,
.

· . ..

(IQ In the figure given be� diagonal AC
Is the perpendicular bisector of diagonal
st--e=-to
�BO=· 16 cm, AB c ,1.0 cm and BC= 17 cm.
- .,F� the length of 'diagonal AC.
C

. . In the ftgure:giVen belo.w two
circles centred at A and B are
touching at C. Line passing
through C intersects two circles
at M and N respectively.
Show that AM II BN.

(iij)

(Iv) In the figure giVen below AB be
the diameter of a circle with cent!J!· P.
Let·line CB be a .tangent and line ADC
ADC a secant:
Pro� that AC x AD = 4 (radius)?.

cm,

mLP = 7ffi and median PM = 5.2 cm. (Do
(v) Construct ti. POR such thalJ:IR= 8.6.
not write the steps, of conS1ruction.) ,
(vi) Prove that : If a line .par;allel to a side of a triangle intersects other sides in two
distinct points, theo the ot�er !!ides are divided in the same ratio by it
(12)
Q.
I.
Solve
any three sub-questions.
·
(I )' Bisectors of L.B 'and LC and ti.ABC ll)eet each other at P. Line AP cuts the side BC
at

a, then prove that:AP
P.Q

=

AS+AC

sc

(ii) ·The angle of elevation ofthe top of a tower from a point on. the ground is 30°. After:
(iij }
'
(iv)

(v)
(vi)

walking 80 metres towards the tower, the angle ofele\lation becol)les-60�. What isthe height of tbe tower ?
Construct ti. PQR such that PQ = 5 cm, QR= 6.2 cm, PR= 6.7 cm and draw i1s
circumoircle. Draw tangents to the circle at P and R. (without using centre.)
(Do not wrtte the steps of the construction.)
If PAB is a secant to a circle inteP.1eCting at points A and B and PT si a tangent,
then prove that PA x PB= PT-2.
The lower part of a toy is right circular cylindrical and its·upper part is conical. The
diameter of its base is 8 cm and height of the cyllndrk:a1 part Is 5 cm. If the tolal
height of the toy is 8 cm, find the area of the curved surface of the toy.
( Given 11 = 3.14)
M (-3, 7) and N (-1, 6) are the poi_nts of trisection of segn:ientAB, where A-M-N•B.
Find the co-ordinates ofA and 8.

